
DECORATIVE VENEER LAYONS







CONTINUOUS 

INNOVATION

Merenda is a 34-year-old family business 

with an expertise in manufacturing wood 

veneer component products for furniture 

manufacturers. We supply to 12 countries 

Worldwide with an expert team of 25 

people headquartered in the Northwest of 

Ireland.

Merenda engages with all company 

stakeholders by living its 7 core values and 

working on the company mission every 

day to ‘Go Further’ for our partners. We 

make it possible for the beauty of wood 

to be affordably used as interior décor 

and furniture in homes and work spaces 

around the world. We create decorative 

but functional wood surface coverings 

from veneer for furniture manufacturers 

and interior joinery’s that have speciic 
architectural requirements for their clients.

As a business we concentrate on knowing 

and understanding our client’s requirements 

irst. Our success is measured by customer 
tenure. When partners work with Merenda, 

we have a stake in their industry reputation 

which is a responsibility we take very 

seriously.  Our unique selling point is that 
we live by our values to create business 

partnerships with our clients, committing to 

make them more eficient, successful
and proitable in product and project 
delivery to their clients.







MADE

IN MERENDA

We offer the following surface and edge solutions for the it-out and furniture.

- Flexible proile wrapping veneer 
for mouldings

- Hotmelt Edgeband adhesives

- Veneer layons - Standard sizes 

and bespoke laser cut to client 

speciication

- PVC/ABS Edgebanding– All Widths, 

Thicknesses

- Melamine Edgebanding – Preglued 

and Unglued

- Veneer Edging - Thickness 0.5mm – 

2.5mm, Preglued in 0.5mm – multiple 

widths available up to 290mm



1. Send us your design as a DXF or DWG drawing or 

quote the code underneath each render in this book. We 

can help you choose from our extensive range of veneers 

to suit your end client. 

contact: layons@merenda.com

HOW TO ORDER 

YOUR LAYON



2. Once the design is settled on we will create 3D 
models using the latest CAD software. Full renderings will 

be sent out with our quote, letting you see exactly what 

you are getting. 

3. Your layons are manufactured using state of the art 

CNC laser cutters, guaranteeing accuracy. Each one is 

assembled by a highly skilled craftsman, ensuring  quality 

from the irst layon to the last. 



STANDARD

LAYONS
Simplicity itself.

A straightforward, clean and affordable solution. Choose 

from, book, slip or random match.



Standard Layons

Merenda-S001 Merenda-S002



PREMIUM

LAYONS
For something a little more special.

Our premium range offers an extra level of detail to make 
your veneer surface stand out. 





Premium Layons

Merenda-P001



Premium Layons

Merenda-P002



Premium Layons

Merenda-P003



Premium Layons

Merenda-P004



DELUXE

LAYONS
When only the best will do.

Limited only by your imagination, the deluxe range gives you 

access to an unmatched level of intricacy. Combine multiple 

species with elaborate designs to get exactly the layon you 

need.





Deluxe Layons

Merenda-D001



Deluxe Layons

Merenda-D002



Deluxe Layons

Merenda-D003



Deluxe Layons

Merenda-D004



Deluxe Layons

Merenda-D005



Deluxe Layons

Merenda-D006





PREMIUM FIT-OUT 
SOLUTIONS

Wherever you need them.

Our precise CNC manufacturing methods allow us the lexibility to create layons 
of any size and any shape. From desk fronts and boardroom tables to large wall 

panels, we can make the layon you need.







The Merenda Team





Merenda Ltd., Park Road, Manorhamilton, Co. Leitrim, Ireland F91 H2TW

www.merenda.com Call: +353 (0)71 9855075 

Email: sales@merenda.com  or   layons@merenda.com


